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With the recent more widespread clinical use of interventional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), MRI-compatible robotic systems have been heralded as
a new approach to assist interventional procedures to allow physicians to treat
patients more accurately and effectively. Deploying robotic systems inside MRI
synergizes the imaging capability of MRI and the manipulation capability of
robotic assistance, formulating the “closed-loop surgery” architecture that utilizes
intra-operative imaging to adjust and control the interventional plan. However,
MRI imposes unique challenges due to electromagnetic interference, material
incompatibility, and confined space inside the MRI bore. This chapter introduces
the advantages of MRI-guided surgery and challenges associated with being
compatible with the MRI environment. It provides an overview of the state-of-
the-art in MRI-compatible sensors, actuators, and robotic systems with future
perspectives by discussing the limitations, open questions, and challenges of the
current research landscape.

1. Introduction

Ever since the first magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided surgery that was per-
formed for brain tumor resection pioneered by Dr. Ferenc Jolesz1 at The Brigham
and Women’s Hospital (affiliate of Harvard Medical School) in 1993, the goal of
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MRI-guided surgery is largely the same, that is to perform surgical interventions
less invasively, more accurately, more time efficiently, and more effectively.

Typical image-guided surgery (IGS) integrates imaging, registration, spatial
tracking, navigation, and interventions. However, often the 3D patient information
is pre-operatively acquired with computed tomography (CT) or MRI and registered
to the patient during the procedure, and the information used to guide the procedure
is essentially “stale” by the time it is used for guidance of the procedure. There is
a tremendous need for integrating interactive, real-time, intra-operative imaging
into the surgical navigation environment to adjust and control the interventional
plan as needed. Deploying robotic systems inside MRI synergizes the imaging
capability of MRI and the manipulation capability of robotic surgical assistance.
Although the clinical benefits are clear, robot-assisted interventional MRI has thus
far failed to become common place due to the challenges associated with utilizing
such technology, including in part mechanical constraints of the confined close-
bore and electromagnetic compatibility.

1.1. Motivation of robot-assisted intervention with
intra-operative MRI guidance

The MRI-guided intervention paradigm offers unique advantages over other
imaging modalities. MRI provides high-fidelity soft tissue contrast and spatial
resolution. Moreover, it is capable of imaging both soft tissue and intervention
instruments, thus enabling interactively updated tissue and instrument tracking in
MRI. MRI is a multi-parametric imaging modality, and it provides the sensing
capability to a variety of physiological parameters, including temperature, strain,
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast, etc.1 MRI produces no ionizing
radiation, and thus does not impose the safety hazard to the patient or practitioner
of CT or X-ray fluoroscopy.

To improve the intervention outcome of typically manual procedures, deploy-
ing robotic systems inside MRI combined the superior imaging capability of MRI
with the manipulability of robotic surgical assistance. Potentials for enhanced
outcomes include:

(1) Increase intervention accuracy: Robotic manipulators can outperform human
hands in terms of stability and positioning accuracy thanks to the closed-loop
position sensing and control. Further, image-based feedback control enables
instrument tracking and motion compensation due to tissue deformation2 and
needle deflection.3 Hatiboglu et al.4 demonstrated that in over 40% of all
cases reported, the surgeons chose to modify their approach based on updated
information from intra-operative MRI. Intra-operative updates of the plan
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were also observed in MRI-guided urology interventions.5 Thus, simultaneous
imaging and robotic manipulation could facilitate updating and faithfully
executing the procedure as planned, even in the presence of unmodeled
deformation.

(2) Reduce procedure time: As the robot performs the intervention inside the
MRI bore, it is often not necessary to repeatedly move the patient out of bore
for intervention and back into the bore for imaging confirmation; the procedure
duration could potentially be reduced. Further, interleaving live image guidance
with in-bore robotic manipulation prevents the need for iterative cycles of
imaging and then stopping imaging to enter the room to perform a step of
the procedure. In one example, the research group led by Nobuhiko Hata
at Brigham and Women’s Hospital6 has demonstrated that a 2-degrees-of-
freedom (DOF) robotic system for transperineal prostate biopsy reduced the
mean core procedure time in the robotic (90.8 min) than the manual group
(100.6 min).

(3) Reduce cognitive load from surgeon: As robots can integrate sensors to aid
registration, tracking, and navigation, this could reduce the cognitive load of
surgeons by minimizing the need to mentally register the images to physical
space. A fully integrated system provides an intuitive user interface to plan
the procedure, ensures that the surgical plan is referenced to the anatomy of the
patient in the scanner, and enables robotic alignment/delivery of the instrument.

(4) Improve interventional ergonomics: The ergonomics of manual interven-
tions prove very difficult in the confines of the scanner bore. The diameter
of the closed-bore MRI is typically in the range of 60–70 cm, and the distance
to reach the isocenter of the MRI bore is in the range of 75–90 cm. These
impose an ergonomics burden to manual tool placement procedures, wherein
it is difficult to reach into the bore and challenging to accurately perform an
intervention in that position. Further, when reaching into the bore, it is difficult
to see intra-operative MR imaging, should it be available. Application-specific
robots are designed to operate in the constraints of the bore dimensions, while
also taking into account the patient positioning and equipment for a given
procedure. Further, robots can remain in the bore for a sustained period of
time during imaging cycles, and in some cases procedures can be performed
via teleoperated control.

1.2. MRI safety and MRI-compatibility terminologies

The standard to quantify MRI device safety was defined by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), which followed the device classification (ASTM
F2503) by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) as “MR Safe”,
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Symbol Term Definition

MRI safe

an item that poses no known hazards in all MRI

environments. “MR safe” items include non-

conducting, non-metallic, non-magnetic items.

MRI

conditional

an item that has been demonstrated to pose no

known hazards in a specified MRI environment

with specified conditions of use. Field conditions

that define the MRI environment include static

magnetic field strength, spatial gradient, dB/dt

(time varying magnetic fields), RF fields, and

specific absorption rate (SAR).

MRI

unsafe

an item that is known to pose hazards in all MRI

environments.

Figure 1. ASTM F2503 classification for the MRI devices.

“MR Conditional”, and “MR Unsafe” as shown in Fig. 1. A device is considered
“MR Safe” if it poses no known hazards in any MRI environments. All these
terms are about safety, but neither imaging artifacts nor device functionality is
covered. A thorough description of the issues relating to MR safety is described
by Shellock.7

Bi-directional MRI compatibility means that both the scanner should not
disturb the device functionality and the device does not disturb the scanner function
(which may cause image artifacts). The MRI scanner may affect the robot in the
following ways:

• The static magnetic field can generate torque/force to the device made of
ferromagnetic materials (projectile effect).

• Switching gradients and radiofrequency (RF) pulses of the scanner can induce
RF interference, leading to electromagnetic interference.

• Moving conducting materials or switching magnetic field gradients could cause
eddy currents that may cause thermal, mechanical effects, image distortion, or
RF burns in the patient.

Robotic components may also affect MR imaging from both materials and
electronics aspects as shown in Fig. 2. With regard to materials, robotic components
typically cause susceptibility artifact that is due to variations in the magnetic
field strength. Ferromagnetic material causes heavy distortion, and thus should be
avoided, while non-ferromagnetic conductors may also induce field distortion.7

Magnetic field variation causes dephasing of spins and frequency shifts of the
surrounding tissues, producing bright and dark areas and spatial distortion. With
regard to electronics, electric currents in the devices could induce RF emission sig-
nal noise. Typically, stripe and speckle image artifacts (e.g. motor-induced artifact
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Figure 2. MRI image artifact caused by robotic components.
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Figure 3. Demonstration of pneumatic and piezoelectric actuations induced image artifact. Repre-
sentative fast gradient echo (FGRE) images pneumatic motor (pneumatic cylinder) and piezoelectric
motors (Nanomotion and Shensei) while moving under both 1.5 and 3 T imaging with 1.5 GE scanner
and 3 T Philips scanner. The region of interest (ROI) used in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculations
is represented by “+” and the noise ROI is represented by “*”.8

shown in Fig. 3) are caused by emitted signals. Typical sources of noise include
unshielded and unfiltered electrical cables and electronic devices (e.g. switched
power supplies or motor actuation signals) that produce rapidly changing currents.

The term “MRI-compatible” is obsolete in terms of the FDA definition;
however, it is a commonly used engineering term to describe device functionality
and its effect on MRI image quality. Thus, we use this terminology to define its
functionality and effect on MR image quality, and MR Safety would be another
metric to gauge robot functionality and safety. As summarized in Ref. [9], an
“MRI-compatible” device should: (1) not pose any known hazards; (2) not have its
intended functions deteriorated by the MRI system; and (3) not significantly affect
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the quality of the diagnostic information, in the context of a defined application,
imaging sequence, and placement within a specific MRI environment.

2. Sensors for MRI-guided Interventions

Sensors are imperative components to enable the “closed-loop surgery” scenario
where sensors monitor and provide feedback to the control systems. Sensors are
required for both low-level control (e.g. position control) and higher-level control
(e.g. tracking and monitoring interactions) of the robot. This section reviews MRI-
compatible position sensors and force/torque sensors as they are pervasive and
manifest the key sensing principles applicable inside MRI.

2.1. Position sensors

Standard methods of position sensing include potentiometers, linear variable
differential transformers, capacitive sensors, ultrasonic sensors, magnetic sensors,
laser sensors, optical encoders, and cameras (machine vision). Most of these
sensing modalities are not readily usable in an MR environment as it might include
ferromagnetic materials or electrically active components that could induce image
artifact. Besides direct MRI image-based localization, optical encoders have been
demonstrated effective in MRI environments.

Standard optical encoders (U.S. Digital, Vancouver, WA, USA) EM1-0-500-I
(rotary encoder) and EM1-1-1250-I (linear encoder) with differential line drivers
have been thoroughly tested in a 3-T MRI scanner.10,11 The encoders were
incorporated into a pneumatic robot10 and a piezoelectric robot11 and performed
without any stray or missed counts. The imaging artifact is confined locally to
within 2–5 cm from the encoder. This is sufficient because the robots were designed
to distance the sensors from the target imaging volume. Other similar optical
encoders, both reflective and transmissive, may be effectively used with proper
configuration including differential signaling, shielding, and filtering.

Advanced fiber optic encoders (Micronor Inc., CA, USA) are commercially
available. This manufacturer’s linear position sensor offers 100μm resolution
and 50μm accuracy. Stoianovici et al.12 developed custom fiber optic quadrature
encoders made of plastics for position sensing of a novel pneumatic stepper motor
with satisfactory performance.

2.2. Force sensors

Force sensing methods inside MRI can be primarily categorized as conventional
sensing methods (strain gauge-based methods) and fiber optic force sensing
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methods. Since strain gauges are the most popular commercially available
force sensing method, early force measurement typically utilized this technique.
Khanicheh et al.13 developed a hand rehabilitation device incorporating an alu-
minum strain gauge to investigate brain and motor performance using fMRI. Tse
et al.14 designed a biopsy robot using off-the-shelf piezoresistive sensor (First
Sensor AG, Germany) to perform bilateral teleoperation in MRI. Kokes et al.15

utilized an industrial force sensor (JR3, California, USA) to perform teleoperated
needle insertion.

Due to the underlying electrical property, strain gauges can suffer from
electrical noise and tedious installation. These aforementioned sensors can be used
in MRI with some distance and safety limitation; thus, fiber optic sensors are one
type of promising design alternative for MRI applications due to the magnetically
inert property and could potentially thoroughly resolve the compatibility issue.

In terms of the optical modulation mechanism, there are three major types of
fiber optic sensors,16 namely intensity-modulated sensors, wavelength-modulated
sensors, and phase-modulated sensors.

2.2.1. Intensity-modulated fiber optic force sensors

Intensity-modulated sensors can be categorized as transmissive or reflective sen-
sors. These sensors rely on changes of measured light (usually as a voltage at
an optical detector) due to force-induced intensity change. Thus, it possesses the
features of simple design, low cost, and easy signal interpretation. Liu et al.17

developed a hydrostatic water pressure transducer to measure hand grip force as
shown in Fig. 4(a). But this method has limited accuracy and difficulty to achieve
multiple DOF sensing.

The first fiber optic force sensor was proposed by Hirose and Yoneda18 in 1990
to monitor the relative twist and displacement of flexure in a 6-DOF fiber optic
force/torque sensor. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Tada et al.19 proposed a
3-DOF transmissive optical micrometry force sensor as shown in Fig. 4(c). Gassert
et al.20,21 (Fig. 4(d)) developed reflective fiber optic intensity sensors.

One of the design caveats for an intensity-modulated sensor is the intensity
linearity with respect to the sensing distance. As demonstrated by Gassert et al.,22

the response intensity of these optical sensors in function of the distance to the
mirror can be divided into two regions: a linear region with high sensitivity and a
nonlinear region with decreasing sensitivity as shown in Fig. 5. As a linear response
is desired, the distance should be calculated based on the model24 or experimentally
calibrated to ensure that the sensor tip is positioned to be within the linear region of
the response curve. Often, these types of sensors also suffer from inaccuracy due to
intensity variations as the fiber shape is changed unless a reference channel is used.
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Figure 4. Magnetically inert force sensing principles in MR environments summarized in
Ref. [22] c© 2008 IEEE. (a) Hydrostatic pressure transducer system for the measurement of hand grip
force during fMRI.17 (b) Differential two-axis optical force sensor for use in an MR environment.23

(c) Optical micrometry force sensor.19 (d) Reflected light intensity measurement.20,21
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Figure 5. Fiber optic intensity sensors22 c© 2008 IEEE. (a) Optical heads of a reflected light
intensity sensor (FU-38, Keyence, Japan (a)), FUE200C1004 (Baumer Electric, Switzerland (b)).
(b) Response of the Baumer sensor with respect to the distance to the reflective surface. The linear
region was used for measurement.22

2.2.2. Wavelength-modulated fiber optic force sensor

To achieve higher sensitivity, wavelength-modulated sensors typically use the fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) principle. When an FBG optic cable is interrogated with
polychromatic radiation, only a narrow range of wavelengths are reflected. The
reflected wavelength shift (Bragg wavelength λB) can be expressed25 as a function
of the period of the grating � and the effective refractive index ηeff as λB =
2� · ηeff. Since � and ηeff are subjected to temperature and strain, wavelength shift
measurement could be used to sense temperature, strain, and physical parameters
related to them (e.g. pressure and force).26

Endosense SA from Switzerland has developed the TactiCath catheter as shown
in Fig. 6(a), an FBG force-sensing ablation catheter to provide physicians with
real-time measurement of the contact force between catheter tip and tissue during
the catheter ablation procedure. Iordachita et al.27,28 at Johns Hopkins University
have developed different versions of FBG sensor with 0.25μN resolution for retinal
microsurgery.

Park et al.25 developed an 18 gauge (1.27 mm) biopsy needle instrumented with
3 FBG sensors for needle bending deflection measurement as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Three optical fibers with an outer diameter of 350μm were bonded in these grooves
using a low-viscosity biocompatible cyanoacrylate adhesive. It incorporated tem-
perature compensation algorithm because FBG sensors have high sensitivity to
changes in temperature. Though the needle was used for deflection sensing, the
underlying principle is applicable for force sensing inside MRI.

Comparing with intensity-modulated sensors, FBG sensors measuring light
wavelength are generally less cost-effective as it requires costly optical source and
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) FBG sensorized catheter TactiCath developed by Endosense SA in collaboration with
Stanford University. (b) Instrumented biopsy needle with three FBG optical fibers c© 2010 IEEE.

spectral analysis equipment. However, this approach can offer highly stable and
accurate sensing in a very compact form factor.

2.2.3. Phase-modulated fiber optic sensors

Phase-modulated fiber optic force sensor is based on interferometry that provides
displacement and force sensing through the measurement of a relative phase shift
between light beams. This sensing principle is shown in Fig. 7(a).29 Totsu et al.30

developed a miniaturized pressure sensor whose reflective surface (in the form
of an aluminum mirror and a conduit) was fabricated with a thin silicon dioxide
diaphragm for a 120-μm diameter catheter.

Recently, Su et al.29 and Shang et al.31 designed a fiber optic force sensor
based on the Fabry-Perot interferometry (FPI) approach utilizing a commercially
available FPI strain gauge (FOS-N-BA-C1-F1-M2-R1-ST, FISO Technologies,
Canada) fiber and a custom compact interface unit. This FPI sensor shown in
Fig. 7(b), was integrated with a piezoelectrically actuated robot for axial needle
insertion force sensing for MRI-guided needle placement.

Besides immunity to electromagnetic and RF signal and substantially lower
cost than FBG, the advantages of FPI sensors include: (1) static and dynamic
response capability, (2) high sensitivity and resolution, (3) no optical interference
due to cable bending, and (4) robust to a large range of temperature variation (−40◦

to 250◦) due to air gap insulation to the sensing region.

3. Actuation Methods for MRI-guided Interventions

Actuator selection is a key design decision for MRI-guided robot development, as
material and driver electronics of an actuator are typically the the primary source of
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Figure 7. (a) The working principle of the Fabry-Perot interferometer force sensor29 c© 2011
IEEE. (b) Opto-mechanical implementation of the FPI interface that resides inside the MRI robot
controller box31 c© 2013 IEEE.

MRI compatibility issues. Moreover, due to the closed-bore MRI, the constrained
space inside the scanner limits the actuator selection, especially for multiple DOF
robots whose actuator selection would dominate the dimension of the robotic
systems. In general, material, driving electronics, power density, torque density,
and compactness are the design considerations for MRI-guided actuation methods.
In terms of MR safety and electromagnetic compatibility considerations, actuators
for MRI applications can be generally classified into three main categories32:

• Intrinsically MR-Compatible Actuation which contain no ferromagnetic com-
ponents and where no electric energy is carried into the MR room. Depending
on their placement (distance to the tissue being imaged), non-ferromagnetic
conducting materials (i.e. brass, copper, and aluminum) may also be used.
This kind of actuation includes hydrostatic actuation, manual actuation, and
pneumatic actuation.32

• Electric Actuation is energetically active, and electrical energy is carried into
the MR room either from external power supply or through motors over electric
cables inside MR room. Piezoelectric and ultrasonic motors are the mainstream
electric actuation used inside MR room.

• Electromagnetic Actuation that either take advantage of the high static mag-
netic field of the MR scanner or contain ferromagnetic components or permanent
magnets.32 To overcome the main safety problem of electromagnetic actuators,
Riener et al.33 developed an electromagnetic haptic interface. It was essentially
a Lorentz actuator, which contained no ferromagnetic materials and took advan-
tage of the static magnetic field of the scanner. The MRI-powered actuation34
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pioneered by Dr. Pierre Dupont at Boston Children’s Hospital has developed
closed-loop commutation control system to interleave pulse sequences for rotor
imaging and rotor propulsion.

Manual actuation typically utilizes transmission mechanisms (cable/belt trans-
mission and rod/shaft transmissions and linkages, etc.) to convert manual motion
outside of the scanner bore to the robotic motion inside the scanner. Manual
actuation has been utilized in robots for breast cancer35 and cardiac procedures.36

However, manual actuation suffers from low motion bandwidth. Moreover, it is
difficult for multiple DOF motion coordination as the robot would typically be
manually controlled in each individual joint space. Hydraulic actuation provides
large power output, but cavitation, potential for fluid leakage, and the need to have
either a permanently installed closed system or purge hydraulic lines on setup
makes it less than ideal for medical applications.37 Due to its unique advantages
for MRI applications, the remainder of this chapter focuses on pneumatic and
piezoelectric/ultrasonic actuation methods.

3.1. Pneumatic actuation

In terms of image quality and MR-safety, pneumatic actuators can be advantageous
over piezoelectric approaches from both material and energetics considerations.
The material of pneumatic actuators could be designed not only non-magnetic
but also non-conducting, reducing the field inhomogeneity. Disparate from electric
actuation that carries electrical energy into the MRI room, pneumatic actuation
operates on gas or pressurized air and thus it can fundamentally eliminate electro-
magnetic interference with the MRI scanner.

A major challenge of pneumatic actuation is accurate position control. Non-
linear friction force and long pneumatic transmission line-induced slow response
might cause position overshooting. Fischer et al.10 designed a 4-DOF pneumatic
robot and demonstrated 0.94 mm RMS accuracy for a single axis with sliding mode
control. Yang et al.38 developed a new sliding mode controller to compensate the
long pneumatic transmission line-induced slow response, and its position error at
the target is 2.5–5.0 mm.

Since position control is challenging for pneumatic motors, different types of
pneumatic stepping motors that do not require precise position regulation have been
developed. Figure 8 shows four types of newly developed pneumatic step motors.

Stoianovici et al.39 developed the first pneumatic stepper motor and custom
fiber optic incremental encoder. They are made of non-magnetic and dielectric
materials such as plastics, ceramics, and rubbers. This motor was utilized in their
latest robotic system for transrectal prostate interventions.40 As shown in Fig. 8(a),
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Figure 8. Principles of four types of pneumatic stepper motors42 c© 2016 IEEE. These motors were
developed by Stoianovici et al.12 (a), Masamune et al.41 (b), and Chen et al.43 (c). A pneumatic
stepper made by additive manufacturing42 (d). c© 2016 IEEE.

it is composed of three diaphragm cylinders, a set of internal gears, and output
cranks. It works by sequentially actuating three diaphragm cylinders. The step
size of this motor is 3.3◦ (angular) and 0.06 mm (linear). However, it requires
manufacturing numerous components with stringent mechanical tolerance, leading
to a high production cost.

Masamune et al.41 proposed a stepper motor that is composed of three pistons
within their respective syringes, a rotational gear, and three direct acting gears
shown in Fig. 8(b). For each step, the acting gear pushes the rotational gear, then
the rotational gear will rotate one stepper to geometrically couple with the acting
gear.42 Sequentially, the motor produces step motion by coordination motion of
three acting gears.

Chen et al.43 designed a compact stepper motor based on the principle of
automotive engines that have a two-stroke cylinder as shown in Fig. 8(c). The crank
transforms the linear motion of the two coupled pistons to rotational motion of the
output shaft. The step size of this motor is 3.6◦ The major advantage is its simplicity
and compactness, and its main drawback is the speed discontinuity and vibration.42
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Wei et al.42 presented a stepper design based on a fan motor as shown in
Fig. 8(d). This motor is fabricated with 3D printing and has a requirement on air-
tightness. Even though it is not specifically designed for MRI-guided applications,
it proposed a promising alternative for motor design that can be rapidly prototyped
with a monolithic manufacturing process.

3.2. Piezoelectric actuations

Piezoelectric motors are the other mainstream actuation approach for MRI-guided
procedures as they operate on the reverse piezoelectric effect without a magnetic
field as required by traditional electromagnetic motors. Piezoelectric motors,
sometimes referred to as ultrasonic motors depending on the frequency with which
they operate, have been utilized for both open MRI44 and closed-bore MRI.37 In
terms of driving signal, piezoelectric motors fall into two main categories: harmonic
and non-harmonic ones. Both have been demonstrated to cause interference within
the scanner bore with the commercially available drive systems.45 Harmonic
motors, such as Nanomotion motors (Nanomotion Ltd., Israel), are generally
driven with fixed frequency sinusoidal signal on two channels at 38–50 kHz and
velocity control is through amplitude modulation of 80–300 V supply. Shinsei
harmonic motors (Shinsei Corporation, Japan), however, are speed controlled
through frequency modulation with maximum speed at resonance. Figure 9 shows
two examples of the Nanomotion and Shinsei motors.

Non-harmonic motors, such as Piezo Legs motors (PiezoMotor AB, Sweden),
operate at a lower frequency (750–3000 Hz). Piezo Legs actuators require a

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) The legs of the Nanomotion motor (H4, Nanomotion Ltd., Israel) are pre-loaded
against the ceramic drive strip and a linear encoder provides closed-loop position feedback. (b) High
torque ultrasonic motor example (USR60-S4N, Shinsei Corp., Tokyo, Japan).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) The Piezo Legs motors (PiezoMotor AB, Sweden) are composed of four piezoelectric
legs. A ceramic rod is pressed against the legs by two roller bearings and two pre-loaded leaf springs.
(b) The drive rod is actuated by friction due to the periodic contact between the legs and rod. Each
leg produces an elliptic trajectory during activation. Gray color denotes legs currently in contact with
the drive rod.46 c© IOP Publishing 2012.

complex shaped waveform on four channels generated with high precision at fixed
amplitude (typically a low voltage of <50V). As shown in Fig. 10, the motor
consists of four quasi-static legs (A, B, C, and D legs) forming a stator which
interchangeably establishes frictional contact to a ceramic drive pre-loaded with
a beryllium copper leaf spring and is operated below their resonant frequency.
Each bimorph leg consists of two electrically isolated piezoelectric stacks. The legs
elongate when an equal voltage is applied to the two stacks of one leg. Applying
different voltages on the two stacks of one leg causes the leg to bend.

Comparing with pneumatics, piezoelectric motors have unparalleled position-
ing accuracy and power density.47 For example, the angular resolution of the
rotary piezoelectric motor (Piezo Legs, LR80, PiezoMotor AB, Sweden)11 is
5.73×10−6◦ and its dimension is 23 mm diameter by 34.7 mm long. In comparison,
the pneumatic stepper motor developed by Stoianovici et al.12 has 3.3◦ step angle
and its dimension is 70 × 20 × 25 mm.

However, piezoelectric motors utilizing commercially available motor drivers
have been shown to introduce unacceptable MR imaging noise (up to 40–80%
signal loss) during synchronous robot motion.45 Though there have been efforts
to shield motors (such as with RF shielding cloth) and ground the shielded control
cables,45 the MRI compatibly results demonstrate that SNR reduction is up to 80%.
From our prior study,8 the source of noise is primarily from the driving signal rather
than the motor itself. Commercially available piezoelectric motor drivers typically
use a class-D style amplification system that generates the waveforms by low-pass
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the DDS-based piezoelectric motor driver.11 An FPGA is configured
as a waveform synthesizer generating the four phases of the drive signal which are passed to a linear
amplifier stage with integrated filtering. c© IEEE 2015.

filtering high-frequency square waves. By using switching drivers (the typical
approach since the manufacturers primary design goal was power efficiency instead
of noise reduction), significant RF emissions and noise on the motor drive lines
are introduced, which can cause interference with imaging. Although filtering can
improve the results, it typically has not been effective in eliminating the interference
and often significantly degrades motor performance.

Su et al.11 described a piezoelectric motor driver with signals generated from a
direct digital synthesizer (DDS), high-performance multi-channel digital-to-analog
converter (DAC), high-power linear amplifiers, and π filtered outputs (Figs. 11 and
12). In contrast to commercial drivers based on high-frequency switching voltage
regulators, it is capable of cleanly generating both high-voltage sinusoidal signals
and low-voltage precise waveforms such that it could be used to drive both harmonic
(e.g. Shinsei and Nanomotion) and non-harmonic (e.g. Piezo Legs) commercial
available motors.48

4. Intra-operative MRI-guided Surgical Robots

This section reviews surgical robotic systems for MRI-guided interventions in
terms of surgical procedures, including application-specific examples of robots
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Figure 12. The prototype of the direct digital synthesizer based piezoelectric motor driver.11

(a) MRI robot controller enclosed inside a carry on travel case. (b) Piezoelectric motor controller.
c© IEEE 2015.

for neurosurgery, prostate, and breast interventions; cardiothoracic surgery; and
general surgery. Those robotic systems leverage the sensor and actuator innovation
in the aforementioned sections, with procedure-specific design features. Due to the
previously described constraints, general purpose manipulators are unlikely to be
effective broadly for in-bore MRI-guided interventions.

4.1. MRI-guided neurosurgery robots

In 1995, Masamune et al.49 at University of Tokyo developed a stereotactic surgery
manipulator manufactured with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) linkages and
actuated with ultrasonic motors (USR30-N4, Shinsei Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). It
was compact enough to fit inside a 0.5 T closed-bore scanner, and was the first of the
MRI-compatible robots developed. This robot utilized a remote center of motion
(RCM) mechanism with 3-DOF Cartesian motion positioning, 2-DOF angulation
(10–60◦ pitch and ±90◦ yaw), and 1-DOF manual needle insertion.

Since 2007, researchers from the University of Calgary in Canada, led by
Dr. Garnette Sutherland, in collaboration with MacDonald, Dettwiler and Asso-
ciates Ltd. (MDA), have developed the bi-manual general purpose neurosurgery
robot NeuroArm50 to assist surgical procedures inside a 1.5 T intra-operative
MRI. NeuroArm, shown in Fig. 13(a), is a master–slave teleoperation system for
neurosurgical procedures. The system includes a workstation, a control cabinet,
and two slave robot arms mounted on a mobile base. Each slave robot arm has
7-DOF for tool motion control. The two robot arms are placed on a vertically
adjustable mobile base. The NeuroArm utilizes 16 ultrasonic motors (HR2-1N-3,
Nanomotion Ltd., Israel) controlled with Nanomotion drive electronics. However,
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(a) (b) 

(c)

Figure 13. MRI-guided neurosurgery robots. (a) NeuroArm robot developed at University of
Calgary50 c© 2008 Lippincott Williams and Wilkins. (b) Steerable neurosurgical robot made of
hollow brass tubes at University of Maryland51 c© 2010 IEEE. (c) MRI-guided neurosurgical robot
developed at Worcester Polytechnic Institute52 c© 2010 Springer.

the motor control electronics has high-frequency driving signal which would
cause image artifact during robot motion. Thus, the robot needs to stop motion
during imaging, which is a major limitation as it is not able to perform real-time
intra-operative manipulation with image guidance. Two haptic devices (Phantom,
SensAble Technologies, Inc. USA) are equipped with a stylus that allows 6-DOF
position and orientation control over the tool in the manipulator. The arm end-
effector is equipped with a fiber optic force sensor for force display to haptic device.
This robot has been commercialized by IMRIS Inc. (Deerfield Imaging, USA) for
integration with their VISIUS multi-modality surgical theater.

Ho et al.51 from University of Maryland presented an MRI-compatible
steerable neurosurgical robot made of hollow brass tubes with 9 mm diameter
shown in Fig. 13(b). It is controlled with two antagonistic shape memory alloy
(SMA) wires as actuators for each joint. Based on the modeling and charac-
terization of the thermo-mechanical behavior of SMA springs, a pulse width
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modulation (PWM)-controlled current switching circuit was developed to control
the temperature of multiple SMA wires. Low bandwidth, hysteresis, and creep
caused position error and high temperature are the limitations of this robot. Comber
et al.53 at Vanderbilt University described another type of steerable robot based
on the concentric tube mechanism. This pneumatically actuated neurosurgery
robot utilized a robust, nonlinear, model-based controller to compensate system
nonlinearities achieving 0.03 mm and 0.46◦ error for the prismatic and revolute
joints respectively.

Su et al.54 at Worcester Polytechnic Institute designed a 5-DOF MRI-guided
stereotactic system which is kinematically equivalent to a traditional stereotactic
Leksell frame. It has a Cartesian positioning stage and pitch and yaw orientation
stage. This robot, shown in Fig. 13(c) is actuated by piezoelectric motors (Piezo
Legs, PiezoMotor AB, Uppsala, Sweden) and primarily made of polytherimide
(PEI, Ultem) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). Besides the manipulator
development, a novel ultrasonic ablator tool for Ultrasound Interstitial Thermal
Therapy (USITT)55 is being integrated into the robotic system. With orientation
and insertion motion control of this USITT ablator, it has the potential to perform
targeted thermal therapy of brain tissue.

4.2. MRI-guided robots for prostate interventions

MRI-guided prostate interventional robots have been studied extensively, as
reviewed by Tempany and Fichtinger.1 Transperineal and transrectal interventions
are the mainstream interventional methods. Though significantly more invasive
than the transrectal and transperineal routes, transgluteal approach was also inves-
tigated56 using the the Innomotion pneumatic MRI-compatible robot (Innomedic
GmbH, Philippsburg-Rheinsheim, Germany), which is no longer commercially
available. Thus, this section focuses on robots with those two interventional
methods.

4.2.1. Robots for transrectal prostate interventions

Transrectal access is excellently tolerated by patients as it requires only local
anesthesia. Since the current gold standard for prostate biopsy is transrectal
ultrasound (TRUS), practitioners usually have extensive prior experience, and so
it is easier for workflow adaptation to the MRI-guided transrectal interventions.

Krieger et al. at the Johns Hopkins Hospital developed three generations of
access to the prostate tissue (APT) robots, starting from a manually controlled
manipulator.57 This robot featured three microtracking coils that are embed-
ded within the device to sense custom-programmed MRI pulse sequences. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 14. Transrectal prostate robots. (a) 5-DOF needle guide placement mechanism developed
by Cepek et al. at Robarts Research Institute, Canada59 c© 2012 Springer and (b) 5-DOF needle
guide prostate interventional robot developed by Yakar and Schouten et al. at Radboud University
Nijmegen Medical Center, Netherlands60 c© 2011 RSNA; c© 2010 IEEE.

second-generation APT robot utilized hybrid tracking with gadolinium fiducial and
optical encoder,58 while the third generation45 incorporated piezoelectric actuation
to produce more accurate motion.

Cepek et al.59 at Robarts Research Institute presented a device for delivering
prostate focal thermal therapy under MRI guidance shown in Fig. 14(a). Unlike
most existing manual devices, this robot is capable of delivering needles to targets
in the prostate without removing the patient from the scanner. This feature greatly
reduces procedure time and increases accuracy. The manual driven device consists
of a mechanical linkage encoded with optical incremental encoders.

Yakar et al.60 from Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center in the
Netherlands described a 5-DOF robotic needle guide manipulator for transrectal
prostate biopsies in a 3 T closed-bore MRI scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens Med-
ical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The robotic manipulator shown in Fig. 14(b),
is primarily constructed of plastics. The needle guide has a suction cup working as
a safety mechanism, which automatically releases when the force to the patients’
rectal wall reaches a preset threshold value.

4.2.2. Robots for transperineal prostate interventions

To avoid excessive physical damage to the anterior rectal wall, the transperineal
approach is preferred over the transrectal, especially in the case there is a large
number of needle insertions.1 Both piezoelectric and pneumatic actuation have
been applied to transperineal interventions.

Utilizing piezoelectric actuation, DiMaio et al.61 at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital reported a robotic device for needle placement based on the original design
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15. Transperineal prostate robot utilizing piezoelectric actuation. (a) 5-DOF needle guide
prostate interventional robot developed by DiMaio et al. at Brigham and Women’s Hospital63 c© 2007
Informa Plc. (b) 6-DOF needle guide placement robot developed by Goldenberg et al. at University
of Toronto37 c© 2008 IEEE. (c) 6-DOF needle robot developed by Su et al. at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute29 c© IEEE 2011. (d) 6-DOF concentric tube continuum robot developed by Su et al. at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute64 c© IEEE 2012.

by Chinzei62 that can be used for transperineal prostate biopsy in an open 0.5 Tesla
MRI scanner (GE Signa SP, Milwaukee, WI). The ultrasonic motor-driven robot
shown in Fig. 15(a) is made of paramagnetic materials, such as titanium alloy and
plastics. The robot mechanism is composed of a 2-DOF orientation module and a
3-DOF Cartesian positioning module. Taking advantages of the free space between
the two vertical scanner bores (also known as double-donut scanner), the robot was
placed on top of the scanner and two long articulated linkages expand down to
access the patient. However, this type of open interventional MRI bore has been
phasing out and robotic systems for closed-bore MRI are gaining more popularity.

Goldenberg et al.37 designed a 6-DOF prostate interventional robot shown in
Fig. 15(b) and aluminum 6061 was the primary material of the robot. A few parts
were made of brass and plastic and the needle material was made of titanium.

Su et al. developed a 6-DOF straight needle placement robot11 and a 6-DOF
concentric tube continuum robot64 shown in Figs. 15(c) and 15(d), respectively.
Piezoelectric motors (PiezoMotor AB, Uppsala, Sweden) are used for both mecha-
nisms. An upgraded version of this robot65 has been developed with a novel parallel
manipulator using Shinsei motors for increased torque control capability.
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(a) (b)

Figure 16. Transperineal prostate robot utilizing pneumatic actuations. Both robots have actuated
needle insertion mechanism. (a) 6-DOF pneumatically actuated robot developed by van den
Bosch et al. at the University Medical Center Utrecht67 c© 2010 IOP Publishing and (b) 6-DOF
pneumatically actuated robot developed by Stoianovici et al. at Johns Hopkins University39 c© 2007
Informa Plc.

Utilizing pneumatic actuation, Fischer et al. described an MRI-compatible
robotic manipulator with four active (X–Y motion and pitch-yaw angulation) and
one passive (the encoded needle insertion) DOF.10

Two robotic systems that can automatically insert a needle into the patients’
prostate under MRI guidance are the one that is built at the University Medical
Center Utrecht (UMCU) and the one described by Muntener et al.66 at the Urology
Robotics research group led by Dr. Dan Stoianovici at Johns Hopkins University.

van den Bosch et al.67 built the UMCU robot that can be used for transperineal
prostate interventions in a closed-bore 1.5 T MRI scanner shown in Fig. 16(a).
The robot is made of polymers and non-ferromagnetic materials, such as copper,
titanium, and aluminum. It has four passive DOF for needle alignment and one
active DOF for needle insertion. The UMCU robot contains a tapping device to tap
the needle stepwise toward the prostate. Lagerburg et al.68 demonstrated that needle
tapping could reduce tissue deformation in comparison to manual needle insertion.

Muntener et al.66 reported an MRI-compatible robot with 5-DOF (Fig. 16(b))
for transperineal needle interventions of the prostate. This robot is based on the
novel pneumatic stepper motor PneuStep.12 The robot has been tested for MR
compatibility in magnetic field strengths up to 7 T.

4.3. MRI-guided breast surgery robots

Mammography is the current standard for breast cancer imaging, but it has variable
sensitivity especially in dense breast. MRI is sensitive to cancer tissue in the breast
and can detect lesions that may be occult on other imaging modalities.69 Larson
et al.35 at University of Minnesota designed a system (Fig. 17) for breast biopsy
with MRI guidance. It stabilizes the breast with compression. To avoid image
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Figure 17. MRI-guided breast biopsy robot at the University of Minnesota uses telescopic rods to
actuate movement while keeping the ultrasonic motor away from imaging bore35 c© 2004 ASME.

artifact due to the ultrasonic motors, five telescopic rods were used to remotely
actuate probes. Due to remote actuation, the mechanism took about 50 s to place a
probe with sub-millimeter repeatability. Moreover, when the target was more than
40 mm away from the rotation axis of the device, backlash in the rotating joints
could induce up to 5 mm of error at the tip.

Yang et al.70 presented a pneumatically/piezoelectrically hybrid actuated par-
allel robot. It includes an X–Y stage (2 linear DOF) with piezoelectric actuation,
a 3-DOF parallel mechanism (2 rotation DOF and 1 translation DOF), and one
needle driver (1 linear DOF). Since the piezoelectric motors (Nanomotion Ltd.,
Israel) using commercial motor drivers would cause image artifact, the needle
driver insertion utilized a telescopically actuated lead screw mechanism with
piezoelectric motors shown in Fig. 18.

In 2016, Chan et al.69 at the McMaster University, Canada developed the
Image-guided Automated Robot (IGAR) for breast biopsy. In a phantom model,
it demonstrated an accuracy of 0.34 mm and a repeatability of 0.2 mm. In a clinical
human trial, it achieved a clinical degree of accuracy in an end-to-end procedure.

4.4. MRI-guided cardiothoracic surgery robots

Li et al.71 at National Institutes of Health (NIH) developed a pneumatically
actuated robotic assistant system for transapical aortic valve replacement under
MRI guidance in a beating heart shown in Fig. 19.

An Innomotion robot (Innomedic GmbH) with custom developed hands-on
cooperative interface was used as a device holder. A compact 2-DOF pneumatically
actuated delivery module was developed for controlling both balloon-expandable
and self-expanding prostheses. This pneumatic cylinder was based upon the ones
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Figure 18. Parallel robot developed at University of Maryland for breast biopsy actuated by
piezoelectric motors for X−Y stage motion and pneumatic actuation for parallel mechanism motion
(2 rotation DOF and 1 translation DOF)70 c© 2011 IEEE.

(b) (a) 

Figure 19. Pneumatic actuated robotic assistant for aortic valve replacement under MRI guidance
developed at National Institutes of Health. This system was adapted from the Innomotion arm with a
2-DOF robotic delivery module.71 (a) Robot setup with Innomotion robot and image guided delivery
module. (b) Robot setup with Innomotion robot and “user input sensor” c© 2011 IEEE.

developed by Fischer et al.10 A compact fiducial that requires a single imaging slice
was used for image-based robot registration.

Zemiti et al.72 in France developed a light puncture robot (LPR) with patient
mount to perform puncture interventions, compatible with both CT and MRI shown
in Fig. 20(a). The LPR has 5-DOF including a 3-DOF needle holder and 2-DOF
translational motion platform. The needle holder provides needle axis translation,
roll rotation motion, and pitch rotation motion.

Wu et al.73 described the design of a 2-DOF (pitch and yaw) guidance
device for faster and more accurate alignment and insertion of multiple probes
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(b) (a)

Figure 20. MRI-guided robot for cardiothoracic surgery with patient mount. (a) LPR system with
pneumatic actuation developed in Grenoble, France72 c© IEEE 2008. (b) 2-DOF MRI coil mounted
multi-probe robotic positioner73 c© ASME 2013.

during cryoablation and other percutaneous interventions performed in closed-bore
MRI. The 3D printed prototype shown in Fig. 20(b) positions multiple probes for
MRI-guided percutaneous interventions. This mechanism offers a practical and
cost-effective approach for the placement of multiple ablation probes. The robot
was integrated to an MRI coil, and is thus compact, portable, and easy for surgical
workflow development. In 2014, Salimi et al.74 University of Houston, developed a
4-DOF patient-mounted and cable-driven manipulator to assist beating heart intra-
cardiac interventions.

4.5. MRI-guided general surgery and abdominal intervention robots

One general purpose MRI-compatible interventional system was recently devel-
oped by Tsekos et al. and further improved by Christoforou et al.36 The device
has 7-DOF and consists of a Cartesian positioner with three orthogonal DOF (3-
DOF for XYZ motion) located in front of the MR scanner and a robotic arm that
was deployed inside the scanner. The arm has 3-DOF for orientation control and a
linear DOF for the insertion of interventional tools.

Hashizume et al.75 in Japan developed an MRI-guided surgical robotic system
for minimally invasive surgery. This robotic system is novel in the sense that it
combines laparoscopic imaging with MRI, enabling visualization of both exterior
and interior tissues. The system consists of an MRI guidance module, an MRI-
compatible operating table module, and an MRI-compatible master–slave surgical
manipulator module. The MRI image guidance module, depicted in Fig. 21,
includes pre-operative planning, an interactive scan control (ISC) imaging, and 3D
navigation.

In 2016, Franco et al.76 described an MRI-guided robot for laser ablation
of liver tumors. Robot-assisted procedures were successfully completed on two
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Figure 21. MRI-compatible master/slave system and human–machine interface. (a) Slave surgical
manipulator inside open MRI scanner. (b) Bimanual master manipulator. (c) Interactive scan control
image interface. (d) 3D navigation software75 c© 2008 Springer.

patients.77 The pilot study endorsed the clinical use of the robot as it was fully
functional and was suitable for double-oblique needle insertions.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter reviewed sensors, actuators, and robotic systems for MRI-guided sur-
gical interventions. Significant effort has been spent to address fundamental sensing
and actuation issues to maintain MR safety and image quality. Even though with
the advancement of MRI-guided robotics, most of the systems are in preliminary
prototype phase, it is desirable to evaluate its functionality, effectiveness in terms
of operational duration and targeting accuracy, and workflow integration.

Most animal and human clinical trials are for prostate interventions,40,60,78

potentially because most early robotic systems were developed for prostate inter-
ventions. The interventional robot65 has gone through human clinical trials for
prostate biopsy of 11 patients at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital. All 11
procedures were successfully performed in 102.624.5 min with targeting errors of
4.92.9 mm. Preliminary results have shown its feasibility and clinical potential.
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Hata et al.6 has shown that robotic assistance not only reduces the procedure time
but also enhances the targeting accuracy in comparison to the manual approach.
But cancer yields and complication rates were not statistically different between
the robot-assisted and manual intervention groups.

More and more MRI-guided robotic systems are going through human clinical
trials ranging from liver ablation77 to breast biopsies.69 Besides the demonstration
of robot safety and functionality, robotic assistance has shown advantages and
potential in terms of accuracy and procedure duration. It is crucial to define clinical
metrics, such as improved cancer detection yield, to systematically evaluate the
efficacy beyond these aspects.
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